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This thesis studied the current state of e-learning research and practice, how learning

contents  can  be  stored,  searched,  and  shared  in  a  consistent  way,  and  how stored

learning contents can be effectively utilized by multiple organizations. The scope of the

thesis  was  introductory  programming  courses  in  Finnish  universities.  Based  on

requirements  defined  from literature,  use cases,  and  practice  of  selected  universities,

repository  platform Islandora  was  selected  as  the  best  candidate  for  implementation.

Demo  implementation  of  Islandora  platform  was  made,  and  the  implementation  was

expert  evaluated  by  introductory  programming  course  organizers.  Most  defined

requirements were fulfilled  without  major customization,  but  the biggest  issue was the

usability, which is required to convince anyone to use the platform.
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Tämä opinnäytetyö tutki sähköisen oppimisen tutkimuksen ja käytön nykytilaa sekä miten

opetusmateriaaleja voidaan tallentaa,  etsiä ja jakaa yhtenäisellä  tavalla  niin  että useat

organisaatiot voivat käyttää opetusmateriaaleja tehokkaasti. Tämä opinnäytetyö rajoittuu

suomalaisten yliopistojen ohjelmoinnin peruskursseihin. Kirjallisuudesta, käyttötapauksista

ja  valittujen  yliopistojen  käytännöistä  johdettujen  vaatimusten  perusteella  valittiin

parhaaksi  toteutuskandidaatiksi  tietopankkialusta  Islandora.  Alustasta  tehtiin

demototeutus,  jota  arvioivat  ohjelmoinnin  peruskurssien  järjestämiseen  osallistuneet

henkilöt.  Suurin  osa  alustan  vaatimuksista  oli  toteutettavissa  ilman  merkittävää

räätälöintiä,  mutta  suurin  puute  oli  käytettävyys,  jota  vaaditaan,  että  käyttäjät  lähtevät

mukaan alustan hyödyntämiseen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This section present the background of the study, goals and limitations, and the structure

of  the  thesis.  Background  presents  the  current  situation  of  e-learning.  Goals  and

limitations define the goals and the scope of the thesis. Structure describes the contents

of different sections.

1.1 Background

Recent surveys show that institutions have major interest towards e-learning [1] and the

amount of  distance education enrollments is increasing  [2].  In addition to schools and

universities, also corporations have adapted e-learning for employee training [3].

E-learning refers to a form of learning, in which the teachers and students are separated

by space or time, and technology bridges the gap [4]. This can mean many things, from

students using e-mail to dedicated learning management systems (LMS). E-learning can

be divided to synchronous and asynchronous interaction. In synchronous interaction all

participants are online at the same time and in asynchronous interaction participants have

freedom of time [5]. 

In  contrast  to  non-electronic  learning  content,  like  printed  textbooks  or  physical

equipment,  there are  electronic learning contents (ELC), which can include static text,

images,  videos,  or  other  files  [6].  For  educational  purposes  the  contents  are  usually

organized  and  utilized  using  LMS,  which  can  support  course  management,  student

enrollment,  and  performance  reporting  [7].  With  multiple  organizations  creating  and

hosting similar ELC, it becomes relevant to ask, could these materials be collected and

shared in a way, that enhances the collaboration and reduces overlapping work? 

In practice, electronic learning content can be shared using e-mails or web folder shares,

but these methods have limited flexibility, collaboration, and content reuse. The learning

contents can be also shared using import-export paradigm, but it is more flexible to allow

content exchange through system interoperability. ELC can be directly hosted using LMS,
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but  there  are  also  dedicated  storage  solutions  called  learning  content  management

systems (LCMS), which provides support for greater interoperability. To effectively share

and search ELC, there are standards and frameworks to support common syntax and

interoperability between a set of platforms  [7]. Another method is an interoperability of

context, which allows search and exchange using content semantics [7]. 

1.2 Goals and limitations

Multiple universities are hosting their own course materials, and there is an opportunity for

collaborative content creation and sharing. The goal of this thesis is to implement a way to

store and share course materials between multiple universities and courses. Emphasis is

on the efficient reuse of the course materials, which reduces overlapping work in course

creation and maintenance. The efficiency is achieved by using best of breed software

solutions  and  standards.  The  thesis  concentrates  on  the  open  source  solutions  and

describes  the  technical  implementation  of  shared  document  repository.  The  solution

focuses  to  the  contents  of  introductory  programming  courses  taught  by  Finnish

universities.  Existing  learning  contents,  use  cases,  and  best  practices  are  studied  to

determine the requirements for storing, searching, and sharing the data. The thesis does

not discuss e-learning in corporate environment.  

The thesis contains a literature review of the current state of e-learning and  electronic

learning content (ELC) sharing practices. It proposes a solution to implement a system to

share university course contents using existing platforms and standards. Most suitable

software  platform  is  selected  based  on  requirements  specification.  The  system  is

implemented  as  part  of  the  thesis.  The  thesis  also  gives  recommendations  for

generalizing the use of the content sharing in other contexts.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis

Section 2 presents the literature review about  the current  state of  relevant  e-learning

terminology, platforms, tools, and standards. This will provide a context for the rest of the

thesis and requirements for the implementation. Section 3 presents the research process,

containing research question,  research methods,  and the research strategy.  Section 4

presents  the  state  of  introductory  programming  course  practices  in  different  Finnish

universities. This contains used e-learning platforms and electronic learning content types.

Section 5 presents the proposed solution. It contains the platform selection rationale and

the implementation process. Section 6 presents the results and the evaluation. Section 7

discusses the findings and main results. It also provides further analysis and proposes

future work. Section 8 concludes the thesis with a summary.
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2. ELECTRONIC LEARNING CONTENT SHARING 

This section first  defines the used terminology.  Then it  discusses the different content

types,  platforms,  and  tools.  Finally  there  is  an  overview  of  the  available  standards.

Standards are limited to more widely used ones. 

2.1 Terminology definitions

 

There  are  many terms  used  to  describe  e-learning  platforms  and  tools.  Many  of  the

concepts  are  overlapping,  and  the  terminology  is  not  used  consistently.  This  section

clarifies the terminology used in this thesis. Different platforms and tools discussed in this

thesis  are  listed  in  Table  1 and  Figure  1 which  provide  an  overview of  the  different

platforms and their relations.

Table 1: E-learning terminology summary.

Term Description

Contents

Electronic learning content (ELC) Any electronic data used for learning 

purpose.

Learning object (LO) Reusable and scalable components, that 

contain content based on specific learning 

objectives, that are described using 

metadata. In this thesis for example a lecture

slide set or a video.

Open Educational Resources (OER) Educational resources that are openly 

available without need to pay royalties or 

license fees.

Smart learning content (SLC) Learning content in which some form of 

interactivity with the system is the central 

aspect. For example an automatic 

assessment tool.
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Platforms and tool

Course management system (CMS) Designed to support classroom learning and 

are used to manage and distribute electronic 

learning content and courses. This thesis 

uses term learning management system 

(LMS) to include course management 

system.

Content management system (CMS) Generalized content management software 

(e.g. Drupal [8] and WordPress [9]) not 

necessarily designed for learning content. 

Not to be confused with course management 

system.

Institutional repository (IR) Digital repositories used to store institutional 

data, like research papers and theses. Can 

be similar to learning object repository.

Learning content management system 

(LCMS)

Used to store and organize electronic 

learning content. The platform built during 

this thesis is functionally closest to a learning

content management system.

Learning management system (LMS) Framework designed to handle all aspects of 

the learning process, not only file and course 

management. For example Moodle [10].

Learning object repository (LOR) Stores learning objects, which are reusable 

and scalable components containing learning

content and metadata. LOR is the back-end 

part of LCMS.

Version control system (VCS) System used in software development to 

track incremented and revised versions of 

files. For example Git [11] and SVN [12]. 

Possible solution for learning object storing 

and sharing.

Virtual learning environment (VLE) Used as synonym to course management 

system. This thesis uses term learning 

management system (LMS) to include virtual 

learning environment.
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Course  management  system (CMS),  virtual  learning  environment (VLE),  and  learning

management  system (LMS)  are often used interchangeably,  but  some sources define

them as different  concepts (cf.  [13],  [14]).  CMS is a common abbreviation for content

management  system,  which  are  also  discussed  in  this  thesis,  but  in  this  thesis  the

abbreviation CMS refers to course management system. 

CMS and VLE can be interpreted to have the same functionality.  CMS and VLE are

designed to support  classroom learning and used to manage and distribute  electronic

learning content and courses. CMS and VLE offer a file repository for course files, but are

narrower in scope than LMS. The difference is the systemic nature of LMS [13]. LMS is a

framework designed to handle all aspects of the learning process, not only file and course

management [13], [15]. 
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LMS as a term is regularly used to replace CMS and VLE in the context of e-learning.

CMS are often discussed in education environment and LMS in corporate environment

[16], but LMS are also applied to education environment [17], which is the scope of this

thesis. For the sake of consistent vocabulary and the vocabulary used in literature, this

thesis uses term LMS to describe CMS and VLE.

Terms  learning  content  management  system (LCMS)  and  LMS  are  often  used

interchangeably, but in practice they are two different systems complementing each other

[13].  As  LMS focus on managing  the learning  process and learners,  LCMS focus on

delivery and management of the learning contents  [16].  Most LCMS provide basic LMS

functionality, and many LMS include some content management aspects [18].

2.2 Contents

Electronic learning content includes any electronic data used for learning purpose. For

example, it can  include text, images, and videos and be organized using a platform or

simple  web  page  using  hypertext.  These  examples  are  static,  but  ELC can  also  be

interactive. Brusilovsky et al. [6] also define smart learning content (SLC), in which some

form of interactivity with the system is the central aspect. For example exchange of data,

in which the user inputs data, the data is processed, and the system returns an output.

SLC can be integrated to a platform or be separately accessible services.

2.2.1 Open educational resources

Open Educational Resources (OER) are educational resources that are openly available

without  need to pay royalties or license fees  [19]. What differentiates OER from other

educational resources is the licensing. OER are educational resources that incorporate a

license emphasizing reuse and potential  adaptation. OER are not limited to e-learning

resources and can also mean physical resources. Resources can be shareable in digital

form,  but  also  printable  [19].  Caswell  et  al.  [20] say  that  “The  Open  Educational

Resources (OER)  movement  is  a  technology-empowered  effort  to  create  and  share

educational content on a global level”.
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The purpose of OER movement is to provide open access to digital educational materials

[20].  One  initiative  inside  OER  movement  is  MIT  OpenCourseWare (OCW),  which

provides open access to all MIT courses. OCW projects are now used more generally to

describe digital collections of freely available educational materials organized as courses

[20].  OpenCourseWare is  defined  by  OCW  Consortium  as  “a  free  and  open  digital

publication  of  high  quality  university-level  educational  materials.  These  materials  are

organized as courses, and often include course planning materials and evaluation tools as

well  as thematic content”  [19].  Caswell  et  al.  [20] say that nearly all  content stored to

OCWs are licensed under  Creative Commons licenses,  which allows  open access for

non-commercial use.

2.2.2 Learning objects

Learning objects, not to be confused with learning objectives, are reusable and scalable

components, that can be arranged and combined to form e-learning modules, which can

be used to form a course. Learning objects contain content based on specific learning

objectives, that are described using metadata  [21]. Learning objects are based on the

concept  of  object-oriented  programming  [15].  They  represent  a  shift  towards  more

scalable, open, sharable, and adaptable contents [15]. Learning objects can be stored in

learning object repository for collaborative creation and sharing. 

Brennan et al.  [21] divide learning objects to learning objectives, pre-assessment, study

content, and post-assessment, which are wrapped with metadata. The learning objectives

are used to describe a specific educational goal. The degree of complexity affects how

often the object  can be used.  Assessments are used to determine that  the  user  has

prerequisite  knowledge,  to personalize the content,  and to test what  the user learned.

Study content is used to convey the learning contents, like text, videos, pictures, or some

form of interaction. The metadata contains general information about the content, like the

creator,  language,  or  keywords,  and describes what  the object  contains to allows  the

objects to be cataloged. The objects can be indexed, searched, and reused by using the

subject-specific metadata. 

The steps to create learning objects can be following: create contents, assign contents to

learning  objects,  and  assign  ontologies  (metadata)  to  learning  objects  [22].  Learning

objects can be identified using categories (context) and tags (specific need).
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There are problems that prevent the widespread use of learning objects. For example,

how to find and share suitable learning objects? Standards like Sharable Content Object

Reference Model (SCORM) [23] exist to make this process easier, but the standards also

increase  the  time  and  money  required  for  the  development  because  of  the  needed

technical  understanding  [15].  There  are  also  competing  standards,  which  can  make

collaboration harder. Another problem with learning objects is that if the objects are made

reusable in multiple contexts they may be overly simplified and not effective, but if  the

objects  are context  specific  or  too complicated,  they might  not  be useful  inside other

contexts.  In  this  thesis  learning  object  is  for  example  a  course  slide  set  or  a  video

recording,  but  the granularity  might  need further study.  These challenges have led  to

questions about the usefulness of the learning objects concept. [15]

Learning object content models provide a framework to define learning object granularity.

Granularity means content decomposability and the extent it is intended to be used as a

part of a larger resource. More granular contents are bigger and composed of smaller

pieces. Prakash et al.  [24] list eight different models. For example, Abernethy et al.  [25]

define  a  learning  object content  model  for  introductory  IT  courses,  based  on  Cisco

learning object content model. In the defined model the learning objects contain metadata,

lesson overview, lesson content, and post-assessment.

Use of learning objects has issues like high cost associated with learning object authoring,

time consuming processes, lack of procedures and standards for sharing, and negative

practical  experiences about  reuse in  LMS environment.  Some of  these issues can be

mitigated by using learning object repository to enhance the reuse of learning objects. [26]

Authoring  issue  is  reduced  as  teachers  can  reuse  learning  objects  created  by  other

teachers and the existing learning objects can also be used to compose new materials.

The utility gained from the repositories is heavily influenced by the time it takes to develop

learning objects, and utility is required to convince organizations, other universities in this

thesis, to use the platform. 

McGreal  [27] writes that  a problem rises when the content  authors choose to prohibit

derivative works, as learning objects should be easily altered to be used effectively. Digital

rights management (DRM) restrict the use of learning objects as the need for copyright

clearances, contracts, and licenses make reuse harder and users will just turn away when

the access is hindered [27].
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2.3 Platforms and tools

Platforms  and  tools  consist  of  different  content  management  software,  presentation

software, and repositories. Many are combinations of all at some level. Figure 1 presented

at section 2.1. provides an overview of the different platforms and their relations.

2.3.1 Version control systems

Version control systems (VCS), also  revision control systems (RCS), are used to track

incremented and revised versions of files. Users can explore the changes made between

different file versions. In centralized version control system (CVCS), the core component

is a repository server, which stores the data. Client applications are used to read and write

the files in the repository. Users can download (pull) the current version, modify the local

copies, and upload (push) the changed files back to the repository server. [28]

There  are  also  distributed  version  control  systems (DVCS),  in  which  the  there  is  no

centralized repository server, but each client maintains its own local repository [29], [30].

Communication  with  other  repositories  happens  in  a  peer-to-peer  fashion  and is  only

required when pushing or pulling changes. Public remote servers, like GitHub [31], can be

used to make the files available for other users [29]. 

In  addition  to  version  control,  VCS  allows  collaborative  editing  and  sharing  of  data.

Multiple editors can make changes to files and the VCS sorts out the changes in a way

that the changes do not overwrite each other. This can be done in multiple ways. One way

is lock-modify-unlock, in which only one person can modify a file at once. This approach

has issues like preventing the file editing even though the changes would be made to

completely different parts of the file. Another approach is copy-modify-merge or branch-

and-merge, in which each user has a personal copy of the current repository. Users can

modify their private copies, which are then merged together. VCS assists with the merge

process, but ultimately and in case of direct conflict, the user is responsible for resolving it.

This approach works well  for files that are mergeable, like source code, but for binary

data, like pictures or sound files, the locking mechanism is required to prevent overwriting.

[28]
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2.3.2 Content management systems

Content  management  systems are similar  to  other  discussed platforms and tools  and

there is a chance to confuse one with the another.  Content management systems are

generalized applications to manage, share, and present content  [16]. They are used for

broader purpose of storing and providing access to information. 

Content  management  systems  and  course  management  systems  have  similar

functionality,  but  Qwaider  et  al.  [16] say  that  course management  systems are  more

sophisticated.  Course  management  systems  are  focused  for  e-learning  and  provide

functionality like integrated content delivery, communication, and administrative tools for

the instructors. In this thesis abbreviation CMS refers to course management system.

2.3.3 Learning management systems

Learning management systems (LMS) are learning platforms, which include features like

online course creation,  student  enrollment and management,  education administration,

and student performance reporting [7]. Generally, LMS are not used to create content, but

to make them accessible. Target users are students and teachers. LMS can be divided to

open  source  and  proprietary  solutions.  LMS  development  started  with  monolithic

applications,  which  moved  to  modular  structure.  The current  approach  is  to  separate

different platforms and provide service oriented interoperability. [7] LMS can be said to be

an  infrastructure  to  integrate  course  management  system and  learning  content

management system, and learning object repository together [13]. 

Qwaider et al. [16] list some core capabilities of LMS:

• Online registration system

• Online course catalog

• Competency assessment

• Learning assessment

• Ability to launch and track e-learning

• Learning material management

• Customizable reporting

• Collaborative and synchronous learning tools

• Ability to integrate with other enterprise applications
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Qwaider et al. say [16] that the goal of LMS is to manage processes related to delivery

and administration of e-learning and are structured around the courses rather than course

contents. LMS may also offer reporting and more personalized learning strategy,  as it

relates to improving performance.  LMS can start  as simple CMS or  VLE,  but  can be

scaled to offer learning strategy support, instead of just working as a storage space for

courses. 

2.3.4 Learning content management systems

Learning  content  management  systems  (LCMSs)  are  used  to  store  and  organize

electronic learning content. Target users are content creators and those who reuse the

existing content. Brennan et al.  [21] define LCMS as “a system that is used to create,

store,  assemble,  and  deliver  personalized  e-learning  content  in  the  form  of  learning

objects”. Qwaider et al.  [16] define LCMS as “a multi-user environment, where learning

developers can create, reuse, store, manage and deliver digital learning content from a

central  object  repository”.  The contents  can  be  assembled  for  personalized  use  [32].

Fidalgo-Blanco et al. [22] write that if LCMS is popular, it forces students and teachers to

adapt themselves to the system's organizational structure and platform requirements.

Learning  content  management  system  is  architecturally  similar  to  generic  content

management system, as they both manage content, but have different foci [21]. LCMS are

designed  with  e-learning  and  learning  contents  in  mind.  LCMS  emphasizes  the

development layer (front end) which allows quick building, importing, and converting of

contents for storage and management. Deployment layer (back end) is also customized to

handle  specific  needs  of  learners,  such  as  instructional  outputs.  In  addition,  learning

objects  require  specialized  processes,  methodologies,  and  presentation  rules.  For

example, learning objects contain inherently ordered and structured information, and have

tracking capabilities. [21]

Brennan et al. [21] say that all LCMS share four components: 

1. Learning object repository used to store and manage learning content;

2. Automated authoring application used to create learning objects and to assemble

learning objects to larger modules or courses;
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3. Dynamic  delivery  interface  to  deliver  the  personalized  learning  content.  It  also

provides  user  tracking,  links  related  sources  of  information,  and  supports

assessments; and

4. Administrative  application  manages  student  records,  launches  courses  from

course catalog, tracks and reports progress, and provides administrative functions.

LMS and  LCMS can  be  integrated  to  allow LMS work  as  a  dedicated  administrative

application. Integration makes it possible to develop the resource management regardless

of the functional requirements [22]. Component relations are shown in Figure 2.

 

Additional  benefits  of  LCMS are  keeping  tacit  knowledge  in  form of  learning  objects,

future-proofing  learning  contents  in  case  of  delivery  method  change,  and  tracking  of

content  use  on  learning  object  level  [21].  Brennan  et  al.  [21] say  that  LCMS  link

knowledge management and e-learning, but there are ideological differences like content

packaging,  different  evaluation  metrics,  and  inspiration  by  different  organization  level.

Brennan  et  al.  [21] say  that  content  management,  learning,  expert  tracking,  and

collaboration  enhance  the  effectiveness  of  knowledge  management,  and  LCMS  can

contribute to all of those aspects. 
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Wan et  al.  [32] report  that  from perspective  of  knowledge  management  LCMS  must

include 6 features: 

1. Learning content creation

2. Publishing

3. Content management functionality

4. Presentation

5. Communication and collaboration functionality

6. Standard compliance.

2.3.5 Learning object repositories

Learning  Object  Repository (LOR)  is  a  central  database  used  to  store  and  manage

learning objects [21]. LOR can be a part of an LCMS or a separate system. McGreal [27]

categorizes repositories to three types: 

• In type 1 the learning objects are stored primarily on site. 

• Type 2 “portals” store only metadata with links to other repositories and works as a

search engine between different databases. Some kind of metadata harvesting is

used to collect and verify access to external learning objects. 

• Type 3 is hybrid, which combines type 1 and type 2. 

McGreal [27] lists and categorizes over hundred learning object repositories.  Registry of

Open Access Repositories (ROAR) [33] lists over 4000 repositories, but all of them cannot

be labeled as learning object  repositories,  as the contents are not  stored as learning

objects and they are functionally closer to digital data preservation libraries.

2.3.6 Institutional Repositories

Many  learning  object repositories  are  built  using  institutional  repository software,  like

DSpace and EPrints  [34]. Institutional Repositories are digital repositories used to store

institutional  data,  like research papers,  and theses.  The goal  is to make the contents

accessible, so they can be used for future works. Installing IR software is not a major

issue,  but  it  can  be  difficult  to  set  up  the  services,  policies,  and  procedures  for  the

environment. IR are not dedicated for knowledge management, but for storing, managing,

maintaining, and distributing the contents. [35] 
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2.4 Standards

Standards  relevant  to  this  thesis  are  used  to  structure  metadata  and  to  provide

interoperability between systems [36]. There are multiple standards for both usages, and

this can cause issues with electronic learning content or learning object reusability.

2.4.1 Metadata

Metadata  is  structured  data  about  data  [37].  Metadata  is  used  to  identify,  describe,

manage, and locate learning objects. Metadata can be embedded to a learning object,

stored into separate accompanied file, or stored to separate database.  [38] Efficiency of

learning content search and retrieval depends on the available educational metadata [39]. 

Multiple  metadata standards and specifications  exist.  For content  sharing and content

description,  there are e-learning standards like IEEE Learning Object  Metadata (LOM)

[40],  ISO/IEC  19788  Metadata  for  Learning  Resources (MLR)  [41],  and  Instructional

Management  Standards (IMS)  Learning  Resource  Meta-data (LRM)  [42].  Dublin  Core

(DC) [43] is designed to describe web resources, but is also used for e-learning.

Boehringer and Bernlöhr  [44] write  that  IEEE LOM is a good candidate for describing

course information metadata. Sampson et al. [39] say that LOM is a commonly accepted

way to describe digital educational resources. However, they say that generic standard,

such as  LOM,  are  not  suitable  to  meet  specific  requirements  of  different  educational

communities. To address this issue, a practice of generating Application Profiles (AP) of

LOM standard has emerged [39]. The application profiles allow customization of elements

and vocabulary for the domain.

2.4.2 Interoperability

Interoperability standards are used to enable system interoperability. Interoperability can

take place on different levels.  For example,  between a data repository and a  learning

management  system,  between  multiple  learning  management  systems,  or  between

multiple repositories.
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For  content  packaging  and  porting  between  LMS,  there  are  standards  like  Sharable

Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)  [23] and  Question and Test Interoperability

(QTI)  [45].  SCORM  contains  documentation  about  components  used  in  learning

experience,  exchangeable  component  packaging,  component  description  to  enable

search and discovery [46], how to define sequencing information of the components [47],

and requirements for LMS integration  [48]. Boehringer and Bernlöhr point out  [44] that

SCORM does not allow collaboration between the systems, only copying the contents. 

Computer  Managed  Instruction (cmi5)  [49] is  a  LMS  interoperability  specification

developed by Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) [50]. The specification was originally

developed by Aviation Industry Computer-Based Training Committee (AICC), which was

shut  down  in  2014  [51].  ADL  also  developed  Experience  API (xAPI)  [52],  previously

known as Tin Can API, which defines specification for transporting and storing  learning

objects in a standardized format. cmi5 and xAPI together are planned to replace SCORM

by enabling  better  interoperability,  supporting  better  extensibility,  and providing mobile

support, that is missing in SCORM [53]. 

For interoperability between repositories there are standard like  Open Archive Initiative

Protocol  for  Metadata  Harvesting (OAI-PMH)  [54] and  Simple  Web-service  Offering

Repository Deposit (SWORD). OAI-PHM is used to harvest available contents and store

them in learning object repository, such as Global Learning Objects Brokering Exchange

(GLOBE)  [55].  It  can provide access to multiple repositories from one place.  SWORD

allows storing to multiple repositories at once from once place.

Instructional Management Standards (IMS) Global Learning Consortium has developed

many standards that  support  interoperability.  IMS defines  [56] their  new generation of

learning standards as  Common Cartridge (CC)  [56], [57],  Learning Tools Interoperability

(LTI)  [58],  [58],  and  Learning  Information  Services (LIS)  [59],  [60].  CC  enables

interoperability between contents and systems. It presents a standard way to represents

electronic course contents to be used in LMS and also helps publishing modular, web-

distributed, interactive, and customizable course contents. LTI is a standard to integrate

learning platforms. In practice this can mean integrating interactive assessment tool to

LMS without custom integration. LIS is a standard to manage and exchange information

about  users,  course  enrollments,  organizational  structure,  and  course  structure

information.
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3. RESEARCH PROCESS

This section describes the research questions, used research methodology, and research

strategy.  As  the  goal  of  the  thesis  was  to  build  a  working  system,  Design  Science

Research Methodology (DSRM) was used. Research strategy acts as a framework for

carrying out Design Science Research (DSR) [61].

3.1 Research questions

The research questions are:

 1 What is the current state of e-learning research and practice?

 1.1 What learning contents are in use and how are they shared?

 2 How learning contents can be stored, searched, and shared in a consistent way?

 2.1 What standards and technologies exist?

 3 How stored learning contents can be effectively utilized by multiple organizations?

The first question is addressed using a literature review and by studying the practice of

selected Finnish universities. The literature review also addresses the second question.

The first two questions provide the requirements for the third question.

3.2 Research methods

The thesis  uses  Design  Science  Research  Methodology [61],  which  can  be  used  to

research building and evaluation of a new innovation. Design science accepts design as a

valuable research methodology [61]. DSRM defines principles, practices, and procedures

to  conduct  Design  Science  Research.  DSRM  uses  design  as  a  major  component  of

research and attempts to create things to server human purpose, as opposed by the study

of the surrounding reality [61]. The artifact development is based on and is consistent with

prior theories and knowledge [61].
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Design  science  addresses  research  through  the  building  and  evaluation  of  artifacts

designed to meet the identified need. Järvinen writes [62], that the goal of design science

research is utility. In other words, to implement innovation and to evaluate its utility.  The

artifacts must  be evaluated to determine that  it  solves the problem and it  does so in

efficient manner by providing utility to users [63]. 

Evaluation  of  the artifact  requires metrics and the measurements of  artifact  based on

those metrics. Used metrics define what we are trying to accomplish. Both the building

and  the  use  of  the  artifact  must  be  evaluated,  or  rather,  the  whole  life  cycle  of  the

innovation.  [62] Implementation technologies and theories used to build the innovation

must be described. Considered alternatives for design and implementation should also be

described. The evaluation should be based on value or utility to the users.

When building the first implementation of an innovation, the research contribution lies in

the novelty value and the persuasiveness, that the solution is effective. In this case, the

utility comparison should be made with “nothing” or with a conceivable example for the

potential  value.  The  potential  benefits  can  also  be  determined  by  putting  the  new

innovation to use. Future implementations can be evaluated by comparing the utility and

effectiveness to the previous ones. [62]

3.3 Research strategy

This thesis uses problem-centered approach [62], as the initial state is that there is a need

for  the  solution,  but  no  existing  solution.  Problem  identification  and  motivation  are

determined by the need of collaborating universities. The requirements are defined using

literature,  use cases and by studying introductory programming course materials  from

selected universities to determine the data types to be stored and shared. Course material

study is based on electronic learning contents publicly available on course web pages or if

the  contents  are  not  publicly  available,  received  from  the  universities.  Full  lists  of

electronic  learning contents can be seen in  Appendix  1,  requirements  specification  in

Appendix 2, and full use case specification in Appendix 3.

The goal state is determined from the requirements specification and is achieved, when

the  new  system  is  implemented  and  evaluated.  The  requirements  are  compared  to
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available  platform solutions  and the most  suitable is  selected for  implementation.  The

building process is thoroughly documented and a prototype implemented. The design and

implementation  is  evaluated  using  testing  based  expert  opinions  [64].  The  research

process is described in Table 2.

Table 2: DSRM process elements. [61]

Process element Description In this thesis

1. Problem identification 

and motivation

Problem definition, 

importance of research

More efficient electronic 

learning content 

management for 

collaborative creation and 

use

2. Objectives for a solution What would the new or 

better artifact accomplish?

New system to support 

electronic learning content 

creation and sharing for 

multiple organizations

3. Design and development The developed artifact Platform to store and 

manage electronic learning 

content

4. Demonstration Use in problem solving Proof of concept and the 

solution is adapted to real 

use

5. Evaluation Observe and measure 

efficiency

Testing based expert 

evaluation

6. Communication Publication methods The thesis is published at 

LUT and a conference paper

is made 
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4. STATE OF THE PRACTICE

This  section  presents  the  introductory  programming  course  platforms  and  electronic

learning contents used during academic year 2013-14 or 2014-15 in six different Finnish

universities:  Lappeenranta  University  of  Technology (LUT),  Tampere  University  of

Technology (TUT), Aalto University,  University of  Eastern Finland (UEF),  University  of

Turku (UTU), and University of Oulu. The data is collected using publicly available course

web pages or if the contents are not publicly available, received from the universities. The

platforms  are  used  to  determine  the  current  methods  to  distribute  electronic  learning

contents. Electronic learning contents are examined to determine what kinds of contents

and file types must be stored in the repository.

Course information at LUT is distributed using Noppa LMS and course related files are

distributed through static  web  page.  Course contents consist  of  lecture slides,  lecture

videos,  weekly  assignments,  a programming guide,  and a course project  assignment.

Programming assignments are returned to Viope automatic assessment tool. Viope is also

used for quizzes. 

TUT  uses  Moodle  LMS  and  Repolainen  to  automatically  assess  programming  tasks.

Course  contents  are  stored  to  a  static  web  page,  which  also  distributes  the  general

information. Course contents consist of lecture slides and the rest are embedded in the

web page.

Aalto uses Noppa LMS to provide basic course information and Goblin platform to share

the course contents as well as for automatic assessment. The course is completed as a

self study, so there are no separate course lecture slides. All material is embedded to the

Goblin platform and consist of text, quizzes, and interactive demonstrations.

UEF uses Moodle LMS to host contents and for returning assignments, but there is no

automatic  assessment.  Course  contents  consist  of  lecture  slides,  assignments,  code

examples, and separate example diagrams. UEF's course slides are partially similar to the

slides at LUT, but both have their own contents too.
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UTU uses Moodle LMS to host course contents. Contents consist of lecture slides. UTU

uses ViLLE automatic assessment tool for the text based study materials, programming

task and interactive demonstrations.

University of Oulu uses Noppa LMS to host basic course information. The contents are

hosted on RAiPPA platform, which also provides automatic assessment. The course is

completed as a self study, so there are no separate course lecture slides. The contents

are embedded study materials, programming tasks, and 3rd party programming guide for

the English version of the course.

4.1 Introductory programming course platforms in Finnish 

universities

Out  of  six  studied  universities  two  are  using  LMS to  manage the  electronic  learning

contents:  UEF and UTU.  UEF also uses LMS to return assignments,  but  there is  no

automatic assessment. TUT is using LMS for automatic assessment, but the electronic

learning  contents  are  hosted on a  separate  static  web  page.  TUT also  uses  second

automatic assessment tool, Repolainen, for the course project. LUT, Aalto, and Oulu use

LMS to present the basic course information, but they all use different platforms to host

the contents. LUT uses a static web page, Aalto uses Goblin platform, and Oulu uses

RAiPPA platform. Goblin and RAiPPA are interactive and offer functionality like automatic

assessment. LUT and UTU also use separate automatic assessment tools, Viope at LUT

and  ViLLE  at  UTU.  List  of  introductory  programming  course  platforms  and  tools  in

selected Finnish universities can be seen in Table 3. 

Table 3: List of course platforms and tools.

University Introductory course Used platforms and tools

Aalto University • CSE-A1110 Ohjelmointi 

1, 5 ECTS [65]

• Noppa LMS [65]

• Goblin [66]

Lappeenranta University of 

Technology (LUT)

• CT60A0200 

Ohjelmoinnin perusteet, 

5 ECTS [67]

• Noppa LMS [67]

• File directory [68]

• Viope automatic 

assessment [69]
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Tampere University of 

Technology (TUT)

• TIE-02100 Johdatus 

ohjelmointiin, 5 ECTS 

[70]

• Web page [71]

• Moodle LMS with 

automatic assessment 

[72]

• Repolainen automatic 

assessment [73]

University of Eastern Finland

(UEF)

• 3621217 Ohjelmointi I, 6 

ECTS [74]

• Moodle LMS [75]

University of Turku (UTU) • TKO_2038 Algoritmien ja

ohjelmoinnin 

peruskurssi, 5 ECTS [76]

• ViLLE automatic 

assessment [77]

• Moodle LMS [78]

University of Oulu • 521141p Elementary 

programming, 5 ECTS 

[67

• RAiPPA [80], [81]

• Noppa LMS [82]

University of Vaasa (UVA) • TITE1070 Ohjelmointi, 5 

ECTS [83]

• Moodle LMS [84]

4.2 Introductory programming course content types and file types in 

Finnish universities

List of introductory programming course contents in selected Finnish universities can be

seen in Table 4. Full list of course contents can be seen in Appendix 1.

Table 4: List of electronic learning contents.

Content type University File types

Videos Aalto • Embedded MPEG-4 Part 14 (.mp4) files

LUT • Flash Video (.flv) files

• Small Web Format (.swf) files for player control

• HTML files to embed video

Text Aalto • Portable Document Format (.pdf) files

• Powerpoint (.pptx) files

• Embedded text

LUT • Portable Document Format (.pdf) files
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• Word document (.doc) files

• Text (.txt) files

• Comma-separated values (.csv) files

• Embedded text

TUT • Portable Document Format (.pdf) files

• Embedded text

UEF • Portable Document Format (.pdf) files

• Powerpoint (.pptx) files

• OpenDocument Text (.odt) file

• Text (.txt) files

Oulu • Embedded text

Pictures Aalto • Portable Network Graphics (.png) files

TUT • Portable Network Graphics (.png) files

Oulu • Portable Network Graphics (.png) files

Code Aalto • Embedded code

LUT • Python source (.py) files 

TUT • Python source (.py) files

UEF • Python source (.py) files 

Oulu • Embedded code

Interactive Aalto • Adobe Flash files

• JavaScript

• Embedded automatic assessment tool

LUT • Embedded automatic assessment tool

Oulu • Embedded automatic assessment tool

Support for the listed file types is a requirement for the solution implemented during this

thesis. Other requirements are derived from the literature and use cases. The complete

list of requirements can be seen in Appendix 2.

4.3 Summary

Most studied Finnish universities have their own e-learning contents for the introductory

programming courses.  There  is  some collaboration  in  content  use,  but  no more than
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between two universities. Many universities use same platforms, like Moodle and Noppa,

but some also have own solutions. 

Course contents can be divided to two approaches: 1) slides, videos, guidebooks, and

code examples in files, and 2) embedded text on a web page. In the latter, most contents

are  presented  as  embedded  text  and  files.  This  approach  is  problematic  for  data

repositories, since the whole web page should be stored. Many universities also have

some kind of  automatic assessment tools for  the programming tasks.  These tools are

outside the scope of learning contents repository.

Due to large variety of  different  contents shared in  different  ways,  one of  the biggest

challenges  is  to  offer  a platform that  supports  them all  in  a way that  they are  easily

reusable. It should take less time to add contents and modify existing contents than to

create new contents without collaboration. This can be done by determining a suitable

learning object granularity. The granularity must be low enough to allow efficient use of

same learning object in different contexts, but not too small, so it is feasible to manage the

number of learning objects. Since the scope of this thesis is introductory programming it is

assumed that the taught subjects are similar enough, that one lecture slides set or weekly

tasks set is suitable size for a learning object.
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5. PROPOSED SOLUTION

This section describes the development of the course content management repository.

Design science is  used as the research method,  so all  the steps of  the development

process are well documented. 

The requirements were defined using literature, use cases, and by studying introductory

programming course materials from selected universities to determine the data types to

be stored and  shared.  Requirements  specification  and use case specification  can be

found from Appendix 2 and Appendix 3.

We  first  discuss  the  development  methodology  we  are  using.  Then  we  present  the

platform selection  based on use case driven requirements  process.  After  this  are the

implementation process, and finally the evaluation. 

5.1 Development methodology

An information systems development  methodology is  a collection  of  techniques,  tools,

processes, documentation, and a philosophical view [85]. Techniques refer to a way to do

particular  activity  in  the  development  process.  Tools  are  required  by  the  techniques.

Process guides the whole process. Documentation refers to design documentation and

user manuals, which help others to understand the process and to use the system. The

philosophical  view,  usually  implied  rather  than stated  [85],  describes  the assumptions

used to build the system.

This thesis follows the use-case driven object-oriented  Rational Unified Process (RUP)

[86] as  its  development  methodology.  The  objective  is  to  record  accurately  the

requirements for the system and to build the system within an appropriate time limit and

acceptable  cost.  The  philosophical  view  is  to  build  a  system  that  is  adaptable  and

supports  collaboration  in  multiple  university  environment.  Unified  Modeling  Language

(UML) is used to present the analysis and design diagrams. 
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5.2 Platform selection

Platform selection process studies available software solutions and compares them with

the gathered requirements.

Different  software  platform  categories  are  identified  as  possible  solutions.  Learning

focused repositories have similar functionality, so they are considered to be one category. 

• Learning focused repositories

◦ Learning object repositories

◦ Institutional repositories

◦ Learning management systems with a repository

• Version control systems

From the list of learning focused repositories, three most popular platforms are chosen for

comparison. Popularity is measured using Google search hits. We also chose two popular

version control  systems  [87]:  centralized  Subversion (SVN)  [12] and decentralized  Git

[11]. Services are not considered, only platforms that can be installed and maintained on

premise. 

Table 5: Popularity of learning focused repositories – Google search.

Platform Keyword Number of hits

DSpace [88] "DSpace repository" 352 000 

EPrints [89] "EPrints repository" 34 400 

Islandora [90] "Islandora repository" 14 400 

OPUS [91] "OPUS repository" 2 980 

ILIAS [92] "ILIAS repository" 1 700 

LOCKSS [93] "LOCKSS repository" 963 

Hydra [94] “Hydra repository" 816

Dataverse [95] "Dataverse repository" 613 

Omeka [96] "Omeka repository" 526 

Goobi [97] "Goobi repository" 518 

Invenio [98] "Invenio repository" 420 

AContent [99] "AContent repository" 392 

Greenstone [100] "Greenstone repository" 277
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SobekCM [101] "SobekCM repository" 197 

RefDB [102] "RefDB repository" 67 

Archimede [103] "Archimede repository" 6 

Refbase [104] "Refbase repository" 5 

eduCommons [105] "eduCommons repository" 3 

The requirements (full list in Appendix 2) are graded in 3 levels: yes, partial, no. Partial

means that  the  feature  is  available  but  functionally  limited  or  available  but  not  easily

utilized. The platforms receive points based on the support level, as seen in Table 6.

Table 6: Support level grading.

Support level Points

Yes 2

Partial 1

No 0

Table 7 compares how the three most popular  learning focused repositories based on

Google search hits and the two popular version control systems support the requirements.

Table 7: Platform requirements support comparison.

Requirement / 

Platform

DSpace (5.2) EPrints (3.3.14) Islandora

(7.x.1.5)

SVN 

(1.8.13)

Git (2.4.2)

Database 

support

Yes Yes Yes Partial Partial

Support for 

required file 

types (see 

Appendix 2)

Yes [106] Yes [107] Yes [108] Yes Yes

Course creation

/ modification

Partial [109] Partial [107] Yes [108] No No

Course material

grading

No No No No No
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Discussion 

board

No No No No No

Usage statistics

collection and 

display

Yes [106] Yes [110], [111] Partial 

[110], 

[112]

Partial Partial

Add metadata 

to learning 

objects

Yes [106] Yes [107] Yes [108] Partial 

[113]

Partial 

[114]

File access 

control

Yes [106] Yes [107] Yes [115] Partial 

[116]

Partial 

[117]

User accounts /

account 

management

Yes [106] Yes [107] Yes [115] Partial Partial

Version 

management

Partial [118] Partial [119] Yes [110] Yes Yes

Learning object 

creation / 

modification

Yes [106] Yes [107] Yes [108] No No

Search engine Yes [120] Yes [119] Yes [110] Partial Partial

Browse 

contents

Yes [120] Yes [107] Yes [108] Yes Yes

Web based 

front-end user 

interface

Yes [121] Yes [119] Yes [122] No No

Upload content Yes [106] Yes [107] Yes [108] Yes Yes

Metadata 

standard 

compliance

Yes [123] Yes [107] Yes [110] No No

Total points 26 / 32 24 / 32 27 / 32 14 / 32 14 / 32
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Based on the comparison, the best candidate for implementation is Islandora. It offers the

most  suitable  functionality  for  building  and  managing  the  course  materials  and  the

hierarchy.  All  compared  repositories  have  versioning  capabilities,  but  Islandora's

capabilities are the most versatile, thanks to the dedicated back-end solution. 

Overall,  all  repositories were strong candidates,  as they natively  support  many of  the

requirements or they are available as plugins. They are similar to Content Management

Systems with content and user management. All three repositories support Dublin Core

metadata and have similar  functionality  to  build  collections.  They all  support  Learning

Object creation and modification.

Version control systems have powerful versioning capabilities, but lack features like easily

usable front-end user  interface,  which can be used to search files,  manage users,  or

browse  statistics.  Many  features,  like  file  access  control  and  search,  are  accessible

through file system tools, which are not easily utilized. Decentralized VCS, like Git, are

also unsuitable because all the data must be stored to multiple local devices. This is not

feasible with a large repository.

5.3 Implementation

Islandora is a software framework built using Drupal, Fedora (Flexible Extensible Digital

Object Repository Architecture), and Solr. Fedora is a storage layer framework providing

back-end  content  management,  but  lacking  discovery  and  delivery  features.  Drupal

provides the front-end user interface and feature customization. Solr provides the search

functionality. [124] Islandora supports Solution Packs, which provide Content Models that

reflect best-practice work flows to handle particular types of data [125]. Solution Packs are

Drupal modules with custom Content Model objects, work flows, and ingest forms. 

5.3.1 Platform overview

Islandora  can  be  seen  as  a  collection  of  Drupal  modules  that  allow  object  creation,

ingestion,  and  management.  Drupal  provides  the front-end  web  interface  with  pages,

menus, site theming, and user data, which are stored in Drupal nodes.
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Fedora is the back-end storage layer of Islandora. Objects ingested through Islandora are

stored in  a Fedora repository.  Fedora is  a general  purpose open-source digital  object

repository system. It  is  a framework to manage content and relationships and can be

modified to manage any digital asset. Everything in Fedora repository is an object which

are made of datastreams, like the content files and metadata, and have unique persistent

identifiers (PIDs). The objects are hierarchically connected in graph like structure seen in

Figure 3.

Islandora  uses  repository  agnostic  Tuque  library  to  implement  an  API  used  to

communicate  with  Fedora  [126].  Drupal  Servlet  Filter  allows  Fedora  to  use  Drupal's

database for authentication and integration with Drupal user roles  [127]. For searching

and indexing Islandora uses Solr search platform [128]. At its core Solr uses Lucene [129]

Java search library. Fedora Generic Search Service  [130], or GSearch, is installed with

Fedora  and  allows  automatic  updating  of  Fedora  content  to  the  Solr  index.  Drupal

contents can also be indexed to Solr  to allow searching all  contents from one search

interface.  Figure  4 shows  all  Islandora  components.  Components  developed  for  the

Islandora framework are marked with red. 
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Implementation uses MODS descriptive metadata  [131], which is transformed to Dublin

Core metadata [132] upon ingestion.

5.3.2 Implementation steps

The final implementation was done to a virtual machine running Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS

and having 2GB RAM and 18GB hard drive space. Server was running with Intel Xeon

E5-2620  (2GHz)  processor.  The  implementation  can  be  divided  to  installation  and

configuration. 

The installation  was  first  made to  a  test  environment,  and  after  that  to  a  production

environment. Installation consists of Apache server, Drupal content management system,

Fedora repository containing Tomcat server,  GSearch search service for  Fedora,  Solr

search platform, MySQL database, Drupal Filter  for authentication,  Islandora itself  and

Islandora Solution Packs. The process required Linux server management knowledge,

and  specific  guide  on  installing  the  content  indexing,  search  functionality,  and  user

authentication between platforms. Without much prior knowledge it took four working days
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to  do  the  test  installation,  since  the  error  debugging  becomes  hard  with  a  complex

software stack. The production installation took half a day.

The installation consists of following components:

• Apache v2.4.7

◦ Drupal v7.43

• Tomcat v7.0.55

◦ Fedora v3.8.1

◦ Solr v4.2.0

◦ Fedora Generic Search (GSearch) v2.7

• MySQL database

• Islandora v7.x-1.6

◦ Solution Packs

▪ Collection Solution Pack – for courses

▪ Basic Image Solution Pack – gif png jpg jpeg files

▪ PDF Solution Pack – pdf files

▪ Binary Solution Pack – other files

Configuration was only  made to the production environment.  Configuration  consists  of

installing  and  configuring  additional  Islandora  and  Drupal  modules,  access  control

configuration, URL format cleanup, UI customization with Drupal blocks and views, and

small  CSS theme modifications.  Additional  Islandora modules  were  XML ingest  forms

creation,  usage  statistic,  batch  import,  Solr  data  display  customization,  and  modules

providing Islandora context  to Drupal  features,  like views  and blocks.  Drupal  modules

were mostly only requirements for Islandora modules. The configuration process took ten

working days without prior knowledge of Drupal or the MODS metadata, which was used

for the XML ingest forms. Most of the time was used on Drupal configuration.

5.4 Summary

There  are  many  learning  focused  repositories  with  different  level  of  features  and

customizability. Three most popular learning focused repositories and two popular version

control systems were chosen for requirements comparison. While version control systems

offered  versatile  versioning  capabilities,  they  were  lacking  many  other  features,  like
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learning object creation and management. All learning focused repositories were strong

candidates and contained versioning capabilities, content and user management features,

and relevant metadata support for learning object creation and modification. Islandora was

chosen for this thesis based on requirements analysis and platform versatility. 

Islandora consists of different best of breed components, which is an advantage since

they offer wide functionality and are well supported. It is also a disadvantage since it is

hard to fix errors in a complex software stack consisting of multiple different applications.

This made Islandora implementation process time consuming, since there is no turn-key

installation  and  all  components  must  be  installed  by  hand  and  fitted  together.  The

installation also requires knowledge from different domains: Linux server management,

Drupal  installation  and management,  and metadata  knowledge.  There  are  projects  to

make this easier  with installation scripts  [133],  so this issue might  be mitigated in the

future.

Running Islandora in a production environment would require support personnel, who are

familiar with some or all of the required knowledge domains. The support can be split into

two: the software stack and content management with metadata. In practice it might be

possible to find the software stack support from the university IT personnel, since many of

the skills overlap with general IT infrastructure maintenance. Content management and

metadata skills might require dedicated personnel.
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6. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The implementation fulfills all requirements that were listed as supported in the selection

process.  Material  grading was  listed as  not  supported,  but  there  are  Drupal  modules

supporting  the  feature,  but  require  more  work  to  enable  them  to  work  in  Islandora.

Discussion board was also listed as not supported, but Drupal contains a forum that can

be used on the side of Islandora. Table 8 shows the status of implemented requirements.

Table 8: Implemented requirements

Requirement / Availability Out of box After configuration

Database support Yes Yes

Support for required file types Yes Yes

Course creation / modification Yes Yes

Course material grading No Available as Drupal 

module, but needs 

implementation 

Discussion board No Yes – available in 

Drupal

Usage statistics collection and 

display

Partial Yes – installed as 

module

Add metadata to learning objects Yes Yes

File access control Yes Yes

User accounts / account 

management

Yes Yes

Version management Yes Yes

Learning object creation / 

modification

Yes Yes
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Search engine Yes Yes

Browse contents Yes Yes

Web based front-end user 

interface

Yes Yes

Upload content Yes Yes

Metadata standard compliance Yes Yes

Islandora implementation process is work heavy, as there is no easy turn-key installation

and the platform is built from different components. The process requires knowledge from

different domains, like Linux server management, Drupal installation and management,

and metadata knowledge. The overall time for the first installation was fourteen working

days, but can be greatly reduced with general knowledge about the different domains.

The approach to use different popular components support platform customization and

improvement, but requires stack specific knowledge and programming skills. Downside is

that complex software stack makes it  hard to fix errors. In production environment the

platform would require support personnel, who are familiar with the whole stack to be able

to find and fix errors efficiently.

Drupal has many modules that can be modified to work with Islandora. Also because the

Fedora access is managed through Tuque API, the data access can be customized with

relative  ease.  With  dedicated  implementation  team  fulfilling  the  different  domain

requirements, Islandora has potential to serve many different repository use cases, but it

should be kept in mind that the process will be time consuming.

6.1 Results

The system requirements were defined and implemented  as a part  of  the  thesis.  The

evaluation  is  an  expert  evaluation,  where  persons  responsible  for  teaching  basic
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programming courses test the platform. Evaluation data was collected in written form and

from verbal  comments.  The written  data was collected using a questionnaire  and the

verbal comments from a demo presentation. Questionnaire can be seen in Appendix 4.

Total number of people attending the evaluation is four.

The  objective  of  evaluation  is  to  determine,  if  the  platform  is  suitable  for  further

development and eventually to be taken into active use. Presented issues and feature

improvements are considered and documented for the future work.

6.1.1 Features

Table 9 lists the basic functionality and the evaluation comment summary.

Table 9: Feature evaluation summary.

Feature Comments

Adding a new course Adding a new course is easy. The steps could be 

reduced, so the user does not have to decide the data

type and persistent identifier for a course.

Adding course content Adding course contents was also easy, but the 

platforms should support more file types, as the demo

platform only supported PDF files, image files, and 

arbitrary binary files.  Especially a need to add web 

pages was identified. Metadata form fields should 

also have more clear descriptions.

Content discoverability The discoverability was tested using the search 

engine. According to the feedback it worked well with 

the content metadata, but requires full text search. 

The search hits must be intelligently weighted if the 

repository is big and provides full text search. 

Weighting worked well in the test environment and 

metadata search.

Sharing and migrating contents Usability of content sharing and migration should be 

improved and the terminology changed to be more 

easily understandable to users without prior domain 
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knowledge. Requires new feature: copying object as a

new object instead of sharing or moving. 

Updating objects Updating objects was experienced to be hard, and 

requires major usability improvements. Usable with 

user manual.

Managing object versions As well experienced to be hard, and requires major 

usability improvement. Functionally the data model 

was experienced to be good.

Deleting objects Easy to find, but it is functionally implemented in an 

uncommon way, as the object status is toggled as 

“deleted”. Data model to mark objects as deleted, but 

keep them is repository, is good, but requires an easy

way to purge removed objects.

General conclusion was that the platform is usable, but requires usability improvements

as the biggest issue was locating different features. Some unnecessary steps in the work

flow should be removed, like adding internal course id, and help texts and terminology

should  be  improved  to  be  more  general  and  easily  understandable.  Functionally  the

platform needs support for more file types and full text search with intelligent search hit

weighting. It should also be easy to link external contents with their metadata. Browsing

submitted data and the used data model were evaluated as good.

6.2 Summary

The  platform  has  the  expected  functionality.  Courses  and  objects  can  be  created,

modified,  shared,  and  deleted,  and  content  discoverability  works  through  search  and

browsing. There are many usability issues, like finding how the object modification works,

and  this  factor  should  be  considered  in  the  future  work.  Content  type  and  search

functionality limitations are due to the demo implementation. Islandora offers more content

models and advanced search functionality, but those were not implemented. There is also

possibility of developing custom content models and themes for Islandora. 

Overall the platform has functionality for the intended use, as a shared course material

platform for introductory programming courses, but requires further interface modifications
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for usability and further feature customization. The usability issues may require significant

planning and implementation effort. A usability analysis should be conducted to determine

the required changes. Further evaluation about the availability and the performance of the

platform should also be conducted.

Running Islandora in a production environment would require support personnel, who are

familiar with some or all of the required knowledge domains. The support can be split into

two: the software stack and content management with metadata. In practice it might be

possible to find the software stack support from the university IT personnel, since many of

the skills overlap with general IT infrastructure maintenance. Content management and

metadata skills might require dedicated personnel. The first demo installation was more

time consuming than anticipated and took fourteen working days,  but the time can be

greatly reduced with general knowledge about the different domains. 
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The research questions were the current state of e-learning research and practice, how

learning contents can be stored,  searched,  and shared in a consistent  way,  and how

stored learning contents can be effectively utilized by multiple organizations. Literature

review focused on the current state of e-learning research, and the practical state was

studied based on university course materials and sharing platforms. Current state of e-

learning platforms, solutions, and standards were also studied as a part of the literature

study.  Based  on  requirements  analysis,  a  suitable  platform  was  selected  for

implementation and a demo implementation was made and evaluated.

7.1 Findings and main results

7.1.1 State of e-learning research

There  are  many  different  platforms  and  solutions  for  e-learning.  Many  of  them  are

functionally overlapping, but not replacements for each other. The most simple platforms

are used to manage and share course contents, and the more complicated frameworks

are used to support the whole learning process with materials, studying, and evaluation.

Since the scope of this thesis does not discuss presenting the course data, only sharing it

for course organizers, learning management systems are out of scope. Still,  there is a

need to present the stored data, so basic simple learning object repository is not enough

either.  Learning  content  management  system  combines  the  repository  and  data

management, so it is most suitable approach for this thesis.

Learning objects are reusable and scalable components, that contain learning contents

described by metadata. They can be combined to a course, for example. Because of the

reusable and scalable  nature of  learning objects,  it  can be hard to define the optimal

object  size,  granularity,  since both too broad and too focused objects lose reusability.

Because the scope of this thesis was introductory programming course, an assumption
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was made that  the taught  subjects  are similar  enough,  that  one lecture  slides  set  or

weekly tasks set is suitable size for a learning object.

There are many e-learning focused metadata standards to define learning objects, and

the  suitable  standard  should  be  chosen  based  on  the  use  domain.  More  complex

metadata  also  increases  the  development  time  of  learning  objects.  This  thesis  uses

descriptive MODS metadata to store objects, and Dublin Core to present the data. There

was no need for an interoperability standard, since there is only platform instance and the

standards are often used to exchange data between repositories.

7.1.2 State of e-learning practice

Most studied Finnish universities have their own e-learning contents for the introductory

programming courses.  There was some collaboration,  but  no more than between two

universities. Many universities use same platforms, like Moodle and Noppa, but some also

had own solutions. Course contents can be divided to two approaches: 1) slides, videos,

guidebooks, and code examples in files, and 2) embedded text on a web page. In the

latter,  most  contents  are  presented  as  embedded  text  and  files.  This  approach  is

problematic  for  data  repositories,  since  the whole  web  page  should  be  stored.  Many

universities  also  have some kind of  automatic  assessment  tools  for  the  programming

tasks. These tools are outside the scope of learning contents repository.

Due to large variety of  different  contents shared in  different  ways,  one of  the biggest

challenges  is  to  offer  a platform that  supports  them all  in  a way that  they are  easily

reusable. It should take less time to add contents and modify existing contents than to

create new contents without collaboration. This can be done by determining a suitable

learning object granularity. The granularity must be low enough to allow efficient use of

same learning object in different contexts, but not too small, so it is feasible to manage the

number of learning objects. Since the scope of this thesis is introductory programming it is

assumed that the taught subjects are similar enough, that one lecture slides set or weekly

tasks set is suitable size for a learning object.
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7.1.3 Implementation discussion

There  are  many  learning  focused  repositories  with  different  level  of  features  and

customizability. Three most popular learning focused repositories and two popular version

control systems were chosen for requirements comparison. While version control systems

offered  versatile  versioning  capabilities,  they  were  lacking  many  other  features,  like

learning object creation and management. All learning focused repositories were strong

candidates and contained versioning capabilities, content and user management features,

and relevant metadata support for learning object creation and modification. Islandora was

chosen for this thesis based on requirements analysis and platform versatility. 

Islandora consists of different best of breed components, which is an advantage since

they offer wide functionality and are well supported. It is also a disadvantage since it is

hard to fix errors in a complex software stack consisting of multiple different applications.

This made Islandora implementation process time consuming, since there is no turn-key

installation  and  all  components  must  be  installed  by  hand  and  fitted  together.  The

installation also requires knowledge from different domains: Linux server management,

Drupal  installation  and management,  and metadata  knowledge.  There  are  projects  to

make this easier  with installation scripts  [133],  so this issue might  be mitigated in the

future.

Running Islandora in a production environment would require support personnel, who are

familiar with some or all of the required knowledge domains. The support can be split into

two: the software stack and content management with metadata. In practice it might be

possible to find the software stack support from the university IT personnel, since many of

the skills overlap with general IT infrastructure maintenance. Content management and

metadata skills might require dedicated personnel.
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7.2 Further analysis of observations and results

7.2.1 Generalizability

Generalizability  refers  to  the  use  of  construct  outside  the  limited  domain  of  known

observations  [62].  In  the  scope  of  the  thesis  generalizability  means  broadening  the

platform from introductory programming courses to other courses. 

Islandora  is  highly  customizable  because  of  the  file  type  agnostic  Fedora  back-end,

flexibility  of  Drupal  modules,  and best  practice Solution  Packs.  Adapting Islandora for

different  courses  or  domains  can  be  done  by  identifying  the  required  file  types  and

presentation methods. After the requirements are identified, in many cases they can be

implemented using existing software components. If this is not possible, documentation

for creating new Solution Packs exists [134]. This requires PHP and Drupal programming

skills and metadata knowledge. New metadata standards and transformations can also be

added to Islandora.

7.2.2 Collaboration

One of the main goals was to create an efficient way to collaborate with other universities.

Islandora offers functionality to copy, share, and manage different versions of contents.

With this  functionality  the course organizers  can for  example  take an existing  object,

modify it for their own course, and upload the modified version back to Islandora, so other

users can also leverage the changes, if they want to. 

Universities have a large variety of different contents shared in different ways, so one of

the biggest challenges is to offer a platform that supports them all in a way that they are

easily  reusable.  Another  challenge  is  to  convince  the  course  organizers  to  use  the

platform. This can be addressed by proving enough utility value. One way to measure

utility is how much time the platform saves. It should take less time to add contents and

modify existing contents than to create new contents without collaboration.

Collaboration could also be improved by standardizing the course contents, so all involved

organizations  could  manage  and  present  them in  the  same  way.  This  would  require
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changing many different work flows with the content management and presentation. The

utility value of this approach must be major to get users to adopt the new standardized

model.

 

7.3 Future work

The next  steps based on the deployment plan is the next iteration of the deployment.

Further  evaluation  should  be  conducted  to  determine  the  changes  for  the  next

development  iteration.  The  demo  platform  includes  basic  functionality  defined  by  the

requirements analysis, but the final implementation must have better support for file types

and better search functionality. One challenge is to define a solution to store complete

course sites containing the learning contents in embedded formats. 

Based on the evaluation, the biggest issue was the usability of the platform. To encourage

collaboration and to persuade course organizers into using the platform, this limitation

must  be  addressed.  Customizing  the  theme  requires  PHP  and  Drupal  programming

knowledge, but these are both well documented and supported subjects.

MODS descriptive  metadata  was  chosen  for  the  implementation.  It  is  a  bibliographic

description schema, which supports the thesis use case. Further study to determine it’s

suitability or to find a better candidate should be conducted.

Learning object granularity should be considered in the future iterations. In this thesis a

learning object was a lecture slide set, video, or a file with weekly assignments. It might be

more feasible to increase the granularity, so one lecture subject or one questions would

form an object instead of all contents for one lecture or course week.

7.4 Conclusions

E-learning is a major interest for many institutions. Universities studied in this thesis were

all  using some form of  e-learning:  platforms to  distribute  electronic  learning  contents,

platforms with embedded contents, and automatic assessment tools. This is the first major
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collaboration attempts between more than two of the studied universities, so there is a

clear window for a new collaborative platform.

Islandora is flexible and customizable platform, thanks to it’s best of breed components

Fedora Commons back-end, Drupal front-end, and Solr search. This is also one of the

issues, since the deployment process can be time consuming and requires knowledge

from  multiple  domains.  The  demo  platform  demonstrates  that  Islandora  fulfills  the

requirements for a collaborative course management platform.

Demo  platform  was  implemented  as  part  of  this  thesis,  and  it  fulfills  most  of  the

requirements out of the box, and the rest with some customization. Further evaluation

should be conducted to determine the required changes for the next iteration. There is a

clear need to improve the usability to convince users from different organizations to use

the platform.
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8. SUMMARY

This thesis studied the current state of e-learning research and practice, how learning

contents  can  be  stored,  searched,  and  shared  in  a  consistent  way,  and  how stored

learning contents can be effectively utilized by multiple organizations. The scope of the

thesis was introductory programming courses in Finnish universities. Based on literature

and practice of selected universities, repository platform Islandora was selected as the

best candidate for a collaborative course material platform. Islandora consists of Fedora

Commons back-end, Drupal front-end, and Solr search platform.

Most  studied  universities  have  their  own  e-learning  contents  for  the  introductory

programming courses.  There was some collaboration,  but  no more than between two

universities. Many universities use the same platforms, like Moodle and Noppa, but some

also had own solutions. Course contents can be divided to two approaches: 1) slides,

videos, guidebooks, and code examples in files, and 2) embedded text on a web page. In

the latter, most contents are presented as embedded text and files.

Demo  implementation  of  Islandora  platform  was  made,  and  the  implementation  was

expert evaluated by introductory programming course organizers. Islandora is flexible and

customizable, thanks to its best of breed components, but this also makes the deployment

process time consuming and requires  knowledge from multiple  domains:  Linux server

management,  Drupal  installation  and  management,  and  metadata  knowledge.  If

functionality needs to be extended, also PHP and Drupal programming are required.

Most  defined  requirements  are  fulfilled  without  major  customization.  The rest  can  be

implemented  with  customization,  which  does  not  require  programming.  The  features

functioned as expected, but the biggest issue is the usability. Currently the platform is not

easy enough to use to convince other organizations to start using it. This is one of the

major issues that must be addressed in the future.
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Appendix 1. Introductory programming course contents

Embedded text is approximated based on character count and assumption that A4 page

contains 3000 characters.

Aalto – Material storing and sharing, academic year 2014-15.

CSE-A1110 Ohjelmointi 1, 5 ECTS

Contents Quantity Sharing platforms Data types

Lecture slides • 3 slide sets

• Average 18 

slides

Noppa portal1 • Portable 

Document 

Format (.pdf) files

• Powerpoint 

(.pptx) files

Study materials • 12 weeks

• 1-9 pages each 

week

• Average 4.2 

pages

Goblin portal2 • Embedded text

• Portable Network

Graphics (.png) 

files

Interactive teaching 

material

• 26 flash 

diagrams and 

animations

• 49 JavaScript 

animations

• 167 JavaScript 

code highlights

Goblin portal • Adobe Flash files

• JavaScript

Videos • 3 example videos

• Average length 

5min

Goblin portal • Embedded 

MPEG-4 Part 14 

(.mp4) files

Programming tasks • 59 tasks Goblin portal • Embedded text 

with automatic 

assessment tool

Questions • 91 questions Goblin portal • Embedded text 

with automatic 

1 https://noppa.aalto.fi/noppa/kurssi/cse-a1110/etusivu

2 https://greengoblin.cs.hut.fi/o1_s2014/course/materiaali.php



assessment tool

• General course 

information

• 3.5 page Noppa portal, Goblin 

portal

• Embedded text

LUT – Material storing and sharing, academic year 2014-15.

CT60A0200 Ohjelmoinnin perusteet, 5 ECTS

Contents Quantity Sharing platforms Data types

Lecture videos • 12 lectures

• Average 1h 

26min

File directory3 • Flash Video (.flv) 

files

• Small Web 

Format (.swf) files

for player control

• HTML files to 

embed video

Lecture slides • 12 slide sets

• Average 47 

slides

File directory • Portable 

Document Format

(.pdf) files

• Word document 

(.doc) files

Code examples • 23 lecture 

example files

• Average 81 lines

File directory • Python source 

(.py) files 

Weekly assignments • 12 weeks

• 3-5 assignments 

each week

• 9 text files for 

assignment data

Noppa portal4, 

retuned to Viope 

automatic 

assessment tool5

• Portable 

Document Format

(.pdf) files

• Text (.txt) files

Course project 

assignment

• 10 pages

• 2 text files and 4 

csv files for 

project data

Noppa portal • Portable 

Document Format

(.pdf) files

• Text (.txt) files

• Comma-

3 http://www2.it.lut.fi/kurssit/CT60A0200/

4 https://noppa.lut.fi/noppa/opintojakso/ct60a0200/

5 https://vw4.viope.com/



separated values 

(.csv) files

Python 3 

programming guide

• 138 pages Noppa portal • Portable 

Document Format

(.pdf) files

General information 

for course, 

assignments, and 

project

• 1.5 pages Noppa portal • Embedded text

Weekly quizzes Viope automatic 

assessment tool6
• Embedded 

automatic 

assessment tool

TUT – Material storing and sharing, academic year 2014-15.

TKO_2038 Algoritmien ja ohjelmoinnin peruskurssi, 5 ECTS

Contents Quantity Sharing platforms Data types

Lecture slides • 15 slide sets, 

average 8 slides

• 153 page lecture 

handout 

• 32 page GUI 

handout 

Web page7 • Portable 

Document 

Format (.pdf) files

Code examples • 10 lecture 

example files

• Average 106 

lines

Web page • Python source 

(.py) files 

Weekly assignments • 14 weeks

• 1-6 assignments 

each week

Web page, returned 

to Moodle8 for 

automatic 

assessment

• Embedded text

• Portable Network

Graphics (.png) 

files

Course project • 9 assignments

• 2.2 pages

Web page, returned 

to Repolainen9 for 

• Embedded text

6 https://vw4.viope.com/

7 http://www.cs.tut.fi/~johoh/K2015/@wrapper.shtml?paasivu

8 https://moodle2.tut.fi/



automatic 

assessment

General information 

about course, 

assignments, and 

project

• 0.8 pages Web page • Embedded text

UEF – Material storing and sharing, academic year 2013-14.

3621217 Ohjelmointi I, 6 ECTS

Contents Quantity Sharing platforms Data types

Lecture slides • 14 slide sets

• Average 40 

slides

Moodle10 • Portable 

Document 

Format (.pdf) files

• Powerpoint 

(.pptx) files

Weekly assignments • 11 weeks

• 3-5 assignments 

each week

• 3-5 voluntary 

assignments 

each week

Moodle • Portable 

Document 

Format (.pdf) files

• OpenDocument 

Text (.odt) file

Code examples • 147 lecture 

example files

• Average 28 lines

Moodle • Python source 

(.py) files

Assignment answers • 81 code solutions

• 17 text solutions

Moodle • Python source 

(.py) files

• Text (.txt) files

Oulu – Material storing and sharing, academic year 2014-15.

521141p Ohjelmoinnin alkeet, 5 ECTS

Contents Quantity Sharing platforms Data types

9 https://gitlab.rd.tut.fi/repolainen/courses/

10 http://moodle.uef.fi/



Study materials • 8 chapters

• 2-3 pages each 

week

• Average 2,3 

pages

RAiPPA platform11 • Embedded text

• Portable Network 

Graphics (.png) 

files 

Questions • 115 questions RAiPPA platform • Embedded text 

with automatic 

assessment tool

Programming tasks • 55 tasks RAiPPA paltform • Embedded text 

with automatic 

assessment tool

Course projects • 4 alternative 

projects

RAiPPA platform • Embedded text

General course 

information

• 0.3 pages RAiPPA platform, 

Noppa platform12

• Embedded text

11 http://dev.raippa.fi/Ohjelmoinnin%20alkeet%20521141P/

12 https://noppa.oulu.fi/noppa/kurssi/521141p/



Appendix 2. Software Requirements Specifications

The used priorities are the following: 1: Essential, 2: Desirable and 3: Optional

Functional requirements.

ID Requirement Description Priority

FR-1 Database support Support for database to store the 

learning objects.

1

FR-2 Support for required file 

types

The system must support different file 

types used in different courses and 

organizations (mp4, flv, swf, html, pdf, 

pptx, doc, txt, csv, pptx, odt, png, py, js)

1

FR-3 Course creation and 

modification

The learning objects can be assembled 

to a course and the course packages 

can be modified or deleted later.

1

FR-4 Course material grading A way to determine and grade material 

quality.

3

FR-5 Discussion board A way to communicate with other users. 3

FR-6 Usage statistics collection 

and display

Use statistics are collected to be used 

to improve the system and to detect 

abnormal use.

2

FR-7 Add metadata to learning 

objects

Required metadata is added to a 

learning object.

1

FR-8 File access control Some contents are only available to the 

registered users.

1

FR-9 User accounts and account

management

Add new user account to database, add

correct user rights. Users need to log in 

to access all contents and to upload or 

modify contents.

1

FR-10 Version management Different versions of the same content 

can be created

1

FR-11 Content creation and 

modification

Contents can be packaged into a 

learning object containing learning 

contents and metadata describing the 

1



package

FR-12 Search engine Users can search for contents with 

different search parameters.

1

FR-13 Browse contents Available contents can be browsed 

based on domain, popularity, and 

grade.

1

FR-14 Web based front-end user 

interface

User interface accessed via web 

browser.

1

FR-15 Upload content Upload content to system from local 

storage or web link.

1

FR-16 Metadata standard 

compliance

The system uses widely adopted 

metadata standards, like Dublin Core or

IEEE Learning Object Metadata.

1

Nonfunctional requirements.

ID Requirement Description Priority

NR-1 Multiple concurrent users The system must be usable by many 

different users from different locations

1

NR-2 Intuitive usability The users are able to use the system 

without extensive user guide

1

NR-3 Data loss prevention The system maintains a backup copy of 

the data to prevent data loss in case of 

user or hardware failure

1

NR-4 Flexible maintainability Maintenance downtime is short or 

avoidable.

2

NR-5 Error messaging Clear error codes to identify the problem 2

NR-6 Support for modern 

browsers

The system is usable with any operating

system supporting modern web 

browsers (Chrome v40, Firefox v35, 

Internet Explorer 11).

1

NR-7 Scalability The system must be able to handle 

large amounts of data

2



Appendix 3. Use-Case Specifications

Role descriptions.

Stakeholder name Description

Teacher Teachers search for objects and use them in courses that are 

compilations of different objects. Teachers may also create 

content or modify existing content.

Content creator Content creators create and modify learning objects.

Admin Admins manage users and oversees technical functionality

Student Students have limited user account. Students can access the 

learning contents for the self-study purposes.

Guest Guests do not have user account. Guests can see the overview of

the system and the available contents, but the access is limited.



Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-1

Title Browse learning objects

Brief description User browses learning objects fetched from database

Primary role(s) Teacher

Basic flow 1. User opens learning object list

2. User can browse the objects sorted by name

Exception 1. Learning object list is unavailable, error message

Trigger event User clicks “browse” link

Prerequisite(s) User interface is opened

Use-Case Model.



Result(s) User sees a list of learning objects

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-2

Title Search learning objects

Brief description User searches for learning objects corresponding to the search 

terms

Primary role(s) Teacher

Basic flow 1. User enters search term to search engine field

2. User clicks “search”

3. New page is opened and show objects matching the 

search term

Exception 1. If no objects are found, error message

Trigger event User clicks search engine field

Prerequisite(s) User interface is opened

Result(s) User sees a list of search results

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-3

Title Evaluate learning object

Brief description User can give a grading score to a learning object

Primary role(s) Teacher

Basic flow 1. User opens learning object overview page

2. User clicks rating button and gives a score

Exception 1. Learning object overview page is unavailable, error 

message

Trigger event User clicks rating button on learning object overview page

Prerequisite(s) User interface is opened

Result(s) Rating score is stored for the learning object

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-4

Title Build course

Brief description User builds a course by combining learning objects

Primary role(s) Content creator, teacher

Basic flow 1. User creates a new course page template



2. User browses/searches for suitable learning objects and 

adds them to the course page

3. User adds additional course info to the course page

4. Course page is saved

Exception 1. New course creation fails, error message

Trigger event User opens course creation page

Prerequisite(s) User interface is opened

Result(s) New course is stored to the database

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-5

Title Login to system

Brief description User enters login credentials to log in

Primary role(s) Admin, teacher, content creator

Basic flow 1. User enters login name

2. User enters login password

3. User clicks login button and is moved to the main view

Exception 1. Login credentials are incorrect, error message

Trigger event User opens user interface for the first time

Prerequisite(s) Compatible web browser and internet connection

Result(s) User is logged in and moved to the main view

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-6

Title Create learning object

Brief description User creates a learning object from chosen contents

Primary role(s) Content creator

Basic flow 1. Users creates a new learning object template

2. User writes required object info

3. User adds required metadata

4. User adds learning contents

5. Learning object is saved

Exception 1. Not able to create learning object, error message

Trigger event User opens learning object creation page

Prerequisite(s) User interface is opened

Result(s) New learning object stored to database



Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-7

Title Update learning object

Brief description Update info or contents of existing learning object

Primary role(s) Content creator, teacher

Basic flow 1. User selects update

2. User updates info and/or contents of the object

3. Changes are saved to database

Exception 1. Learning object cannot be accessed or edited, error 

message

Trigger event User clicks edit button on learning object's page

Prerequisite(s) Learning object's page opened

Result(s) Updated learning object is saved to database

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-8

Title Delete learning object

Brief description User deletes a learning object

Primary role(s) Content creator, teacher, admin

Basic flow 1. User selects delete

2. Confirmation message is showed, user confirms

3. Learning object is deleted

Exception 1. Not able to access or delete the object, error message

2. User answers does not confirm the deletion, move back 

to learning object's page

Trigger event User clicks delete button on learning object's page

Prerequisite(s) Learning object's page opened

Result(s) Learning object is deleted from the database

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-9

Title Register new user account

Brief description New user is added to the system

Primary role(s) Admin

Basic flow 1. Admin enters info for the new user



2. New user is created

3. New user receives a notification via given email

Exception 1. New user already exists, creation fails, error message 

Trigger event User clicks “create new user”

Prerequisite(s) User management page is opened

Result(s) New user account is created and stored to database

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-10

Title Track changes

Brief description Learning object and course changes are tracked

Primary role(s) Course creator, teacher

Basic flow 1. Modify: Store new version with updated version number

2. Delete: Mark learning object as deleted, but keep the file

Exception 1. Cannot alter learning object, error message

Trigger event Call from user interface

Prerequisite(s) User modifies learning object or course

Result(s) New version of the learning object or course recorded

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-11

Title Update course

Brief description Update info or contents of existing course

Primary role(s) Content creator, teacher

Basic flow 1. User selects update

2. User updates info and/or learning objects of the course

3. Changes are saved to database

Exception 1. Course cannot be accessed or edited, error message

Trigger event User clicks edit button on course's page

Prerequisite(s) Course's page opened

Result(s) Updated course is saved to database

Use Case element Description

Use Case ID UC-12

Title Delete course

Brief description User deletes a course



Primary role(s) Content creator, teacher, admin

Basic flow 1. User selects delete

2. Confirmation message is showed, user confirms

3. Course is deleted

Exception 1. Not able to access or delete the course, error message

2. User answers does not confirm the deletion, move back 

to course's page

Trigger event User clicks delete button on course's page

Prerequisite(s) Course's page opened

Result(s) Course is deleted from the database



Appendix 4. Evaluation questionnaire

Please test the basic functionality listed below and give each feature 1-4 points based on

the functionality, ease of use, and general usability. 1 point is the lowest and means that

the feature is hard to use or functionally flawed. 4 points is the highest and means that the

feature is easy to use and functions as expected. Field for general feedback is at the end

of the form.

1. Adding a new course

Points:

Comments:

2. Adding course content

Points:

Comments:

3. Testing content discoverability

Points:

Comments:

4. Sharing and migrating contents

Points:

Comments:

5. Updating objects 

Points:

Comments:

6. Managing object versions

Points:

Comments:

7. Deleting objects

Points:

Comments:
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